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4.1.1. Name three types of formulas that can be used in Microsoft Excel.

 

Name three types of formulas that can be used in Microsoft Excel.

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Totals, averages, and percentages

Averages, percentages, and recipes

Sums, averages, and decimals

Fractions, metrics, and averages

 
 

Author: Ryan Lowe

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Name three types of formulas that can be used Ryan Lowe @Saylor Spreadsheets

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/name-three-types-of-formulas-that-can-be-used-ryan-lowe-saylor-spreads?pdf=3044

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/name-three-types-of-formulas-that-can-be-used-ryan-lowe-saylor-spreads?pdf=3044
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4.1.2. Where can formulas be viewed in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet?

 

Where can formulas be viewed in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Formulas are not viewable because this option would violate copyright laws.

Formulas always show up when you hover over the title of a heading.

A formula may be viewed by selecting a cell, then looking at the formula bar at the top of the

spreadsheet; if a formula has been inserted, it will now appear in the formula bar.

Viewing formulas is not possible in Microsoft Excel.

 
 

Author: Ryan Lowe

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Where can formulas be viewed in a Microsoft Ryan Lowe @Saylor Spreadsheets

Flashcards:
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4.1.3. How would you calculate the number of rows and columns you would ne...

 

How would you calculate the number of rows and columns you would need in order to start building a Microsoft

Excel spreadsheet for a specific purpose?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

You wouldn't need to calculate this figure, because the parameter required for any spreadsheet is

always 100 rows by 100 columns.

You would decide how many rows and columns you would need for a specific purpose, and then you would

add one row and one column to this figure so that your rows and columns would have headings.

You would pick numbers at random, since the numbers of rows and columns in a spreadsheet doesn't really

matter.

You would always start with 50 rows and 50 columns, since any other number won't allow for an input.

 
 

Author: Ryan Lowe

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: How would you calculate the number of rows and Ryan Lowe @Saylor
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